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ABSTRACT 
In this thesis, a new approach to find an overall instructor score of student 
ratings, called Adjusted Instructor Score (AIS) in course evaluation survey is 
proposed. Unlike the conventional approach, which uses the average student 
ratings, several class characteristics information are considered. Their effects 
are removed using regression model. In addition, the overall instructor score is 
adjusted by some relevant questions in the survey form. Course evaluation data of 
the Faculty of Science, The Chinese University of Hong Kong collected in 1998/99 
are used. In order to obtain a "complete" data set, we treat the item non-response 
using hot-deck imputation. Through the process in the determination of AIS, two 
different weighting are used in modeling and estimating the unit non-response. 
AIS estimates the student rating for the "effective class" students, not the student 
rating for the registered students. Finally, AIS and the average overall instructor 
score are compared. AIS has made some mild and reasonable adjustments of the 
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There are more than 1,300 articles and books on student ratings of teach-
ing. Students' evaluations of teaching (SETs) is a commonly used indicator of 
teaching quality. Marsh (1987) reported the validity of SETs as a measure of 
teacher effectiveness, but not as a measure of the course effectiveness, which is 
independent of the teacher. 
Other than the SETs, teaching effectiveness can be evaluated by the instructor 
himself or herself, colleagues, administrators, or trained observers. Instructors' 
self-evaluations are useful because they can be collected in all educational set-
tings, are likely to be persuasive for at least the instructors evaluating their own 
teaching, may be important in interventions designed to improve teaching, and 
provide insight into how teachers view their own teaching. Koon and Murray 
(1996) and Marsh (1987) suggested that colleagues' and administrators' ratings 
based on classroom visitations are not very reliable and ratings by different peers 
do not even agree with each other. However, trained external observers may ac-
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cuately rate some specific classroom teaching behaviors (Marsh, 1987). Feldman 
(1989) compared evaluations by students, a colleague, and trained observers. He 
concluded that student ratings evidence substantially greater validity coefficients 
of teaching effectiveness than do self-report, colleague, and trained observer rat-
ing. 
1.1 Student Ratings of Instructors 
Most universites in Hong Kong have adopted the use of students' evaluations 
to monitor teaching quality. There are five potential benefits of course evaluation 
with students acting as competent judges of teaching quality (Ting, 1999). First, 
student rating is a non-face-to-face feedback, and thus students can express their 
opinion frankly. Second, through the student ratings, educators can understand 
what good education quality is in the minds of students. Third, through the 
student ratings, teachers can identify areas of improvment in order to raise the 
standard of 'teaching quality'. Fourth, student ratings provide a more objective 
assessment than evaluations conducted by the department chairperson and ad-
ministrators. Fifth, course evaluation is more mild than peer ratings. Ting (1999) 
also reported that Hong Kong students can be considered as reliable raters and 
student ratings are valid measures of teaching quality especially overall course 
and instructor ratings. 
One of the continuing debates concerning the use of student ratings of teaching 
is the debate revolving around whether we can use a single item or must use 
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multiple ratings. Normally, some researchers (Abrami, 1985; Cashin and Downey, 
1992) suggest that global items account for much of the useful information that 
student ratings provide for making personnel decisions, and it is not necessary 
to use all of the dimensions of student ratings for such decisions. Therefore, in 
this thesis, the overall instructor ratings adjusted by some other questions in the 
course evaluation survey form are calculated. 
Some early studies explored how different characteristics of courses and in-
structors affect students' evaluations of these courses. Five course characteristics 
were considered by Feldman (1978, 1984). They are (1) size of class enrollment, 
(2) course level, (3) the "electivity" of the course, (4) the particular subject mat-
ter of the course, and (5) the time of day that the class holds. The overall or 
global ratings of teachers are likely to be inversely assoicated with class size. That 
means in general the larger the class, the lower the rating. Relationship between 
the gender of the instructor and the student ratings was considered by Basow 
and Silberg (1987). Students gave female professors significantly poorer ratings 
than they gave male professors on six teaching evaluation measures. The student 
ratings of instructors can also be biased by instructor experience and course level 
as were pointed out by Cashin and Downey (1992). The effects of factors such as 
class characteristics and instructor informations, on ratings are clearly unwanted 
and should be removed. 
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1.2 Research Plan and Difficulties Encountered 
in the Study 
In 1998/1999, Science Faculty, The Chinese University of Hong Kong evaluates 
the teaching quality based on student ratings in both semesters. In this thesis, 
an instructor performance score based on course evaluation survey questionnaire 
data and some explanatory class characteristics variables are used. 
Like other course evaluation survey forms, the survey form used by Science 
Faculty, also includes an overall instructor performance item, which provides a 
direct measure of our target variable. However, there are two correlated informa-
tions affecting this overall instructor score. One is the other questions in course 
evaluation survey form, which describe some student information, some course 
evaluation and some instructor information. Since these questions directly or 
indirectly affect the teaching quality of instructors, we use these questions to 
make fine adjustment of the overall instructor performance score. O n the other 
hand, some class characteristics information are also correlated to the overall in-
structor performance score. However, since the overall instructor performance 
score may be used for personnel decision and each classes have their own class 
characteristics, it is hard to compare the overall instructor performance score of 
different instructors fairly. Therefore, the effect of these unwanted factors should 
be removed. 
Many censuses and sample surveys, always suffer from the missing value prob-
lem. There are two kinds of missing value. They are item nonresponse and unit 
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nonresponse. Item nonresponse means that not all questions in the returned 
questionnaires have been answered. Unit nonresponse means that a fraction of 
subjects is absent. Their responses to the questionnaire are thus completely 
missing. Missing values do not only mean less effiicient estimates because of the 
reduced size of the data base but also imply that standard complete-data meth-
ods cannot be used to analyze the data. In order to obtain a "complete" data 
set, there are several imputation methods such as mean imputation, hot-deck 
imputation and multiple imputation (Rubin, 1986). Weighting adjustments tend 
to be confined to problems of unit nonresponse. 
In order to make fine adjustment on the overall instructor performance score 
and remove the unwanted effects, generalized linear model seems having a very 
distinct and clear role that fits our interest. The response variable is the overall 
instructor performance score and the explanatory variables are other relevant sur-
vey form questions and the class characteristics variables. Intuitively, we believe 
that some observations are more important than others. A n usual way to handle 
different level of importance is to use weights. 
In Chapter 2, data collection procedure and data editing are discussed. In 
treating the item nonresponse, hot-deck imputation is used. To deal with the 
unit nonresponse problem, an idea of "effective class size" is introduced. After 
imputing the missing values, we will fit to the "complete" data set, a weighted 
logistic regression model. The model will be discussed in Chapter 3. Our main 
aim is to find an "adjusted instructor score" in the study. The procedure concern-
ing removing irrelevant effects and making use of some relevant questions will be 
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discussed in Chapter 4. In Chapter 5, we will interpret the "adjusted instructor 
score" and will compare the "adjusted instructor score" with the average overall 
instructor score. A discussion will also be included in this chapter. 
6 
Chapter 2 
Data and An Overall Picture of 
Study 
I 
2.1 The Questionnaire and Data Collection Method 
In 1998/99, Faculty of Science used two new course evaluation survey forms for 
lecture courses and laboratory courses respectively. In the Science Faculty of the 
Chinese University of Hong Kong, there are six departments, namely Statistics, 
Physics, Mathematics, Chemistry, Biology and Biochemistry Departments. By 
the end of each semester, course evaluation survey was conducted for each course. 
About 15 minutes were spent for the course evaluation survey during the last 
lesson or the second last lesson of the course, in the absence of the teacher in 
most cases. The collected course evaluation survey forms were then scanned by a 
scanning machine. Finally, class characteristics including class size, department 
code, and teacher status were added to the files. Detailed descriptions of the 
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variables are shown in Table 2.1. Each class has its unique file. In this study we 
consider the course evaluation for lecture courses only. A copy of the evaluation 
form is given in Appendix Al. The form has five parts. 
1. The first part contains course information, such as term and department. 
2. The second part consists of questions about the student, such as the ex-
pected grade and the attendance rate. 
3. The third part is about the student's opininon about the course, such as 
course level. 
4. The fourth part, which is the most important part for our objective, is the 
student's opininon about the teacher. 
5. The last part is for free comments. 
In order to keep the privacy, each class and each teacher are assigned a code. 
Teacher is represented by an integer which is unique within his/her department. 
The course code is the department code followed by a two-digit integer. For 
example, COS means the 8认 course in department 'C'. 
2.2 Pilot Study 
Before the new questionnaire was used, a pilot survey was conducted on some 
classes to collect students' opinion about the new form in November 1998. Four 
teachers volunteered to participate in this study. In their classes, in additional to 
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Table 2.1: Variable description and variable symbols  
Variable Description 
Individual Level 
Q1-Q15 Student response to Questions 1 - 1 5 (each in ordinal 
scale from 1 to 6) 
Class Level 
Dept Each department in Science Faculty (Statistics, Physics, 
Mathematics, Biology, Chemistry and Biochemistry) has 
its unique department code with nominal categories rang-
ing from A to F 
Size The registered class size of the course 
Nature Course nature: 1: doubly-coded general education 
course, 2: required course, 3: elective course for ma-
jor/minor student, 4: elective course for other students 
Gender Gender of instructor: l:Male, 2: Female, 3: more than 
one instructors 
Year Year of attendance for most student in class: 1: First year 
student, 2: Second year student 3: Third year student, 
4: Hard to determine 
Status Teacher status: 1: Teacher substantiated, 2: Teacher not 
yet substantiated 
Time Lesson time: 1: The lesson time is either 08:30, 12:30 or 
14:30, 2: Other time 
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the evaluation form , a supplementary questionnaire (SQ) shown in Appendix A2 
was distributed to each student. The main objective of the S Q is to investigate 
the quality of the questionnaire design, such as validity and reliability. In the SQ, 
students were asked to comment on the relevance of questions, the clearness of 
questions, the length of questionnaire, and the ranking of the questions Q6-Q14 
in terms of their importance on the overall evaluation of teacher's performance 
in Q15. 
It was found that the new questionnaire was well received by the students. As 
shown in Table 2.2, at least 89.7 % of the respondents considered the questions 
about the course and the teacher (i.e, Q6-Q15) as relevant. Q1-Q5 were ques-
tions measuring the amount of effort that the student had made, and questions 
about the student's grade. The percentages that students consider the question is 
"relevant" were relatively low but still significantly different from zero. Table 2.2 
also showed that more than 90.2% of the respondents found that the questions 
were clear and had no problem in answering the questions. Some students indi-
cated difficulty in understanding the meaning of Q9 (a question that had least 
frequency for "no problem"). 
In the pilot study, 92.2% (sample size is 192) of the respondents indicated 
that no important questions were missed. 88.3% of the respondents considered 
that the length of the questionnaire was about right, and the percentages for "too 
long" and "too short" were 6.6% and 5.1% respectively. 
In pilot study, students were asked to rank the questions according to their 
importance on Q15. The average ranks of Q6-Q14 were computed and were listed 
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Table 2.2: Relative Frequencies for Question 1 in the Supplementary Form  
Question Relative frequency for "Relevant" Relative frequency for "No Problem" 
About the student 
Q 1 59.7% (196) 100.0% (183) 
Q2 92.8% (195) 99.5% (184) 
Q3 88.2% (195) 96.7% (184) 
Q4 85.1% (195) 95.1% (183) 
Q5 67.3% (196) 97.3% (182) 
About the course 
Q6 97.9% (195) 94.5% (183) 
Q 7 94.9% (195) 96.2% (183) 
Q8 95.4% (195) 95.6% (183) 
Q9 89.7% (195) 90.2% (183) 
QIO 91.3% (195) 92.4% (184) 
Qll 95.4% (195) 98.4% (183) 
About th( teacher 
Q12 99.0% (195) 97.8% (183) 
Q13 98.5% (195) 92.9% (183) 
Q14 96.4% (195) 97.8% (183) 
Q15 97.4% (195) 96.2% (182) 
* Values in parentheses are observed sample size. 
in Table 2.3 (rank 1 means most important and rank 9 means least important). 
Q12, "The lectures are clear and easy to follow", and Q6, "The level of the course 
is appropriate", were the two most relevant questions. The next three important 
factors were Q14, Q13, and Q7. Table 2.4 showed that 41.3% of the respondents 
chose Q12 to be the most important measure of teaching effectiveness, while for 
Q6, the percentage was 21.4 %• It indicated that students consider the teacher's 
performance mainly based on whether the lectures are clear and easy to follow or 
not, and the level of the course. 
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Table 2.3: Average rank for Q6-Q14 arranged in ascending order of average rank 
Question Q12 Q6 Q14 Q13 Q 7 Q8 QIO Q9 Qll 
Average rank 2.74 3.85 4.04 4.45 4.89 5.64 6.10 6.39 6.83 
Table 2.4: Relative frequencies for the top three ranks  
Question Q6 Q 7 Q8 Q9 QIO Qll Q12 Q13 Q14 
Rank 1 21.4% 3.1 % 1.5% 0.5% 2.0% 3.1% 41.3% 4.1% 10.7% 
Rank 2 10.2% 15.3% 3.6% 3.6% 5.6% 2.0% 11.7% 19.9% 14.3% 
Rank 3 7.7% 9.2% 12.2% 4.1% 4.1% 4.1% 12.2% 12.2% 20.4% 
2.3 Data Editing 
Data editing is a set of procedures for detecting and correcting errors in data. 
Depending on the locale, occupation, and possibly the marital status of the user, 
it is referred to as data screening, input accuracy control, error control, or data 
laundering. Like other survey studies, the collected data suffer from the following 
problems: (l)clerical error, and (2)strange data pattern. 
2.3.1 Clerical Error 
As it is the first time for the implementation of the new course evaluation 
practice, some clerical mistakes are expected. W e have discovered two types of 
clerical errors. Since the main aim of this research is only on lecture courses, all 
laboratory courses were ignored. However, after checking and screening the data 
files, it was found that some files are for laboratory course evaluation survey, and 
therefore they were deleted before further study. 
Since some courses were taught by more than one instructors, some data entry 
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problem occured. For example, if a course was taught by two instructors, two 
files were produced by the data entry clerk. That is not our desire. Therefore, 
after checking and screening, such extra files were deleted. 
In conclusion, originally there are 130 classes in the first semester. After the 
above deletion, there remained 113 classes for our further study. O n the other 
hand, there are 140 classes in the second semester. After deletion, there remained 
106 classes for further study. 
2.3.2 Strange Patterns 
Some students give unlikely or strange response patterns in the course eval-
uation survey. One possible reason is that the students may play pranks on 
the evaluation exercise, and therefore they fill the questionnaire in a special, say 
monotone pattern. As strange patterns are unlikely representing the true opinion 
of students, forms with monotonic pattern will be excluded from the analysis. 
W e identify two monotonic patterns for data inspection. The questions about 
course, Q6-Q11, mostly describe the feeling to the course including the course 
level, the text book, the amount of assignments, the course assessment scheme, 
and the overall comment to the course. For details of the questions, please refer to 
the course evaluation survey form given in Appendix Al. Students are expected 
to give similiar response to most questions. Therefore, if we find a pattern like 
1,2,3,4,5,6 or 6,5,4,3,2,1, we exclude the whole questionnaire from further analysis. 
Second, in answering questions about teacher. The questions, Q12-Q15, 
mostly describe the impression of teacher including the enthusiastism of teacher, 
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helpfulness in answering their questions, and the overall comment to the teacher. 
The exact wordings of the questions can be referred to the survey form in Appen-
dix Al. Students should have similiar response to such questions. For example, if 
a student strongly agrees (score 6) that a lecture is clear and easy to follow, and 
considers (score 5) that the teacher is enthusiastic, it seems impossible that the 
student disagrees (score 2) that he/she is satisfied with the teacher's performance. 
If we find a monotonic increasing or monotonic decreasing responses in questions 
Q12-Q15, the questionnaire is excluded from further studies. 
As a result, in first semester, only three monontonic responses (students) out 
of 4371 are found and each appear in different courses (B15, EOS and D05). In 
second semester, no student in the totally 106 classes answers the course evalu-
ation survey form having the above two abnormal patterns. The three cases in 
the first semester are deleted from this study. 
2.4 Missing Items - Item Nonresponse 
Not all questions in the returned questionnaires have been answered. W e call 
such incompleteness of data, item nonresponse. There are three main reasons for 
item missing data: 
• Some students may be in a hurry, and may carelessly skip some questions. 
• Some students have difficulty in determining which category is the most 
suitable, and therefore they just leave it blank. 
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Table 2.5: Number of missing items in the first and second semesters 
First semester Second semester 
Total number of respondents 4371 students 3803 students 
Personal information 
Q1 43 (1.0%) 17 (0.4%) 
Q2 7 (0.2%) 13 (0.3%) 
Q3 11 (0.3%) 14 (0.4%) 
Q4 52 (1.2%) 43 (1.1%) 
Q5 34 (0.8%) 24 (0.6%) 
Opinion about Course 
Q6 9 (0.2%) 9 (0.2%) 
Q7 38 (0.9%) 54 (1.4%) 
Q8 186 (4.3%) 198 (5.2%) 
Q9 97 (2.2%) 96 (2.5%) 
QIO 11 (0.3%) 11 (0.3%) 
Qll 17 (0.4%) 16 (0.4%) 
Opinion about Teacher 
Q12 6 (0.1%) 13 (0.3%) 
Q13 9 (0.2%) 17 (0.4%) 
Q14 25 (0.6%) 25 (0.7%) 
Q15 12 (0.3%) 16 (0.4%) 
• Some students refuse to disclose their answers. 
Table 2.5 shows that there are quite a large number of missing values in Q8 
and Q9 in both semesters. Q8 has 186 out of 4371 missing values in the first 
semester, and 198 out of 3803 missing values in the second semester. O n the 
other hand, Q9 has 97 out of 4371 missing values in first semester and 96 out of 
3803 missing values in second semester. Reason 1 above clearly cannot explain 
the pattern. 
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For question 8 (Q8), which describes "the amount of assignment is just right". 
T w o ideas would come to the students' mind when they answer this question. 
First, students may think that the amount of assignment is not enough for them 
to clarify the contents of the course. Second, they may be afraid if they give a 
"disagree" or "strongly disagree" response to the survey form, the teacher may 
then increase the amount of assignment to accomodate students' request and 
therefore student need to face a greater workload in assignment. Since these two 
different attitudes contradict, students may not know how to decide. 
Also, recalling from the SQ in pilot study, some students indicated difficulty 
in understanding the meaning of Q9 (a question that had least frequency for "no 
problem"). The wording of question 9 (Q9) is "the course assessment scheme is 
fair". The main difficulty that the student faced is the keyword "fair". From the 
Webster's Third New International Dictionary, the word "fair" has many relevant 
meanings: (l)having attraction or admirable qualities,(2) somewhat above aver-
age, (3) characterized by honesty and justice, (4) a promising, and (5) neither 
favorable and promising nor unfavorable and discouraging. Therefore, students 
may find it difficult to express their opinion. Since we cannot ask the respondents 
again, we can only consider item nonresponse as ordinary missing data problem. 
2.5 Missing Cases 一 Unit Nonresponse 
Apart from item nonresponse, the data also suffer from unit nonresponse. Quite 
a significant fraction of students was absent from the lecture in which the course 
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evaluation survey was conducted. Their responses to the questionnaire are thus 
completely missing. In the first semester, the median response rate is 78.57%, 
and in the second semester, the median is 71.01%. The minimum response rate is 
26.32% in first semester, and the minimum is 34.52% in second semester. The two 
histograms of response rates grouped by class size in figures 2.1 and 2.2 provide 
the idea of the severity of missing cases. In the histogram, classes are grouped 
into three groups according to class size. Group 1 is for classes with class size < 
15, group 2 is for classes with 15 < class size < 50, and group 3 is for classes with 
class size > 50. The descriptive statistics of the response rate in both semesters 
are shown in Appendix B. 
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Figure 2.1: First semester histogram of response rate 
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Histogram of second semester response rate 
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Figure 2.2: Second semester histogram of response rate 
In Figure 2.1，it can be seen that the mode of the response rates in the first 
semester fall in 80%—90% and the distribution is skewed to the right. Also we find 
that the classes with small class size have very high response rate. A main reason 
is that teachers of such class normally count on attendance. However, there seems 
no difference between large class size and medium class size. In Figure 2.2, it can 
be seen that the mode of the response rate in second semester lie between 60%-
80% and the distribution look quite symmetric. However, similiarly the small 
classes have very high response rate. When comparing the response rate between 
the two semesters, the response rate in the first semester is higher than that 
of the second semester. Therefore, further study the student characteristics of 
classes by using histogram of response rate grouped by year of student as shown 
18 
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Figure 2.3: First semester histogram of response rate grouped by Year 
in Figure 2.3 and Figure 2.4. Based on these two figures, we can interpret the 
response rate grouped by year of student. The most remarkable changes from 
first semester to second semester is the first year student or say "freshman". The 
average response rate of the year one student classes decreases as time advances. 
It can be explained that some freshmen felt fresh, exciting and enjoyable for their 
first semester and first year university school life. They may also be afraid that 
they would be punished when they do not attend the lesson. Therefore, they had 
high attendance rate and so is high response rate. However, when they get use 
to the school life in second semester, they may think that absence in lesson is 
not a demerit. Therefore, they may also be absent from the lesson where course 
evaluation survey is conducted. 
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Figure 2.4: Second semester histogram of response rate grouped by Year 
W e assume that the two kinds of survey nonresponse (i.e. unit nonresponse 
and item nonresponse) are "missing at random" or say "ignorable nonresponse". 
The assumption of missing at random is nontestable. Rubin (1976) suggested 
that the missing data are missing at random if for each possible value of the 
parameter where 0 is the parameter of the miss-data process, the conditional 
probability of the observed pattern of missing data, given the missing data and 




2.6 Effective Class Size 
In the study, students who do not participate in the course evaluation survey 
are unit nonresponses. Since we have no information about these students, we 
need to model the missing data mechanism so as to make formal analysis possible. 
Let us assume that each class of students is a mixture of two different types of 
students. Students of the first type attend classes regularly and their attendance 
rate provided by Q2, can be used as the probability of participating in the survey. 
Students of the second type do not attend the class eventually by the end of the 
semester and thus their opinions have probability zero to be observed. W e call 
the set of type 1 students, "effective class" and its size "effective class size" which 
is denoted as M . It is important to distinguish the difference between registered 
class and effective class as all our inferences apply only to effective class. 
Assume that there are N students in a class, Wi is the attendance rate of the 
ith student, for i = 1,..., N. As shown in Appendix Al, Q2 is "What percentage 
of lectures have you attended in this course?". The categories from one to six 
represent “0-20%，，，” 20-40%”，"40-60%", "60-80%", “〉80% but not all" and 
"All" respectively. W e quantity the categories of Q2 by taking the mid-point of 
the corresponding interval. The transformation table is shown in Table 2.6. 
Table 2.6: Transformation of Wj from Q2 
Q2 1 2 3 4 5 6 
Wi 0.1 0.3 0.5 0.7 0.9 1.0 
For i = 1, •.., TV, let /i be an indicator that takes value 0 if the i仇 student has 
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not filled the survey form, and it is 1 if the i认 student has filled the survey form. 
Let O be the set of all registered students, A be the effective class, and R be the 
set of students who filled in the course evaluation form. W e have 
Pr{Ii = l\ieA) = Wi, 
Pr{Ii = l\i ^  A ) = 0, 
and 
iGA 
The Expected value of Y^ &r Wr 
= 
— • Hi 
— l ^ i G A Wi 
=M. 
The Variance of Th&r 
VariTi^n^；) = Vari^i^j, 
二 E祐 A^ar(奈） 
= E i o J 所 - ( 所 勒 ) 2 ] 
=所E祐A奇)—E沒A[所奈)]2 
= — EiGA 1 
二 EiJ^i^R ^  — YU&r Wi) 
= - 1)). 
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Table 2.7: Frequency table for D and its significance 
significantly different from 0 not significantly different from 0 
L> > 0 83 62 
D < 0 3 71 
From the above calculations, we prove that YU&r Wi is an unbiased estimator 
of effective class size and Ei^R 由 — 1 ) is an unbiased estimator of its variance. 
Define D 三 N - Eie丑 It is the estimated size of type 2 students. W e call 
D different from zero significantly if its absolute value is larger than two times of 
the estimated standard error. The results are summarized in Table 2.7. 
That B < 0 significantly, at first sight is abnormal as it means that our 
estimated size of type 2 students is negative. It implies that some deviations 
from assumptions are expected. For example, some instructors may have informed 
the students that hints to the final examination would be given during the last 
lesson and normally the course evaluation is conducted in the last lesson. Such 
announcement encourages students who would eventually disappear in classes 
to show up in the last lesson. Fortunately there are only three classes out of 
A 
219 have D significantly less than zero. W e modify our estimate of M as M = 
2.7 Imputation of Item Nonresponse Data 
H o w to solve the item nonresponses is clearly an important problem. In 
many sample surveys, some of the selected units do not respond to at least some 
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items being asked. W e call such survey nonresponse, item nonresponse. These 
missing values do not only lead to less efficient estimates because of the reduced 
sample size, but also imply that standard complete-data methods cannot be used 
to analyze the data. 
There exists a variety of methods to handle the missing data. A common 
practice is simply to discard the incomplete cases. For example, if a student leaves 
blank in Q 8 only, the whole record of that student (Q1-Q15) will be discarded. 
This will reduce the precision of the analysis and obviously will bias results if 
reasons for nonresponse are correlated with values of variables. For example, for 
Q5 ("the grade I expect to get for this course is"), if the nonrespondents are likely 
to be lower-achieving students, analyses based on the complete cases alone will 
overestimate the average score of Q5. 
In order to retain information as much as possible, one possible approach 
is to use certain procedures to replace the missing data with new values. The 
new values used to replace the missing values are referred to as "imputations"， 
"assignments", or "allocations". There are various kinds of imputation methods. 
One method is "mean imputation". Mean imputation imputes the mean of each 
question based on all valid data to the missing values of the same question. Such 
a procedure, though easy, clearly distorts the dispersion structure. 
Another imputation method is the hot-deck imputation method. A hot-deck 
procedure finds for each nonrespondent a matching respondent in the same data 
set, where matching means close with respect to variables observed for both. 
It has an advantage in the estimation of variance of sample estimates based 
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on imputed data. W e adopt this imputation method with no explicit matching 
rule. The data set is sorted by Q2 (attendance rate), then by Qll (overall course 
score) and finally by Q15 (overall teacher performance score). Such sorting makes 
adjacent records having similar Q2, Qll and Q15 values. If there are missing data, 
replace it by previous case's information. For example, after sorting the data by 
Q2, Qll and Q15, if it is found that Q9 of second observation is missing, then 
replaced such missing value by Q9 of the first observation. 
2.8 Overall Picture of Study 
After the item nonresponse data is imputed, a complete data set can be used 
for our study. Our study plan consists of two main parts. One is the modeling 
of the data by weighted logistic regression model. The response variable is the 
overall instructor score (i.e. Q15) and the explanatory variables are some relevant 
questions in the course evaluation survey form and the class characteristics. The 
other part is the finding of an adjusted instructor score. Based on the logistic 
regression model, the unwanted effects are removed. Therefore, the bias due to 
the class characteristics factors can be eliminated. Weight is used to estimate the 
instructor score of the effective class (studied in Section 2.6). Finally bootstraping 
method is used to estimate the standard error of the expected adjusted instructor 
score. 
The weight using in logistic regression model is the larger the attendance 
rate, the larger the weight. W h e n a student has a high attendance rate, 
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he/she attends more lessons, and thus his/her evaluation to the instructor is 
more reliable. Therefore, a student who attends more lesson gives more valuable 
and reliable course evaluation information. The weight should be proportional to 
the number of observations based on which student makes his/her evaluation. In 
other words, the attendance rate (Q2) should be used as weight. 
After fitting the data set by weighted logistic regression model, an adjusted 
instructor score for each class can be found. A weighted cell estimator, Horvitz-
Thompson estimator, is used to estimate the population adjusted instructor score. 
The weight using in the estimator is the smaller the attendance rate, the 
larger the weight. The weight assigned to a unit should be the reciprocal 
to the probability of being observed. W h e n a student has a low attendance 
rate, he/she attends less lesson. There should be less chance to get the course 
evaluation information provided by such kind of student. Similar to the concept 
of "Effective class size" (studied in Section 2.6), more weight is given to that 
kind of student because his/her information has less chance to be observed. The 
weight should be l/Wj. 
The above discussions introduce two contradictory weighting methods. One 
suggests a weight to be Wi and the other recommends l/Wi as weight. In fact 
they are not contradicting each other, and they should be dealt with differently 
in our data analysis. 
W h e n fitting the course evaluation data by weighted logistic regression model, 
accuracy is important when modeling the data, i.e. make the variability as small 
as possible. Therefore, give weight larger to reliable observations and less weight 
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to less reliable observations. It is believed that a student attends more lessons, 
he/she has more times to judge the behaviour of a instructor and so he/she can 
make fine judgement each time. 
W e assume that the probability that a student has completed the course eval-
uation survey form can be reflected by his/her attendance rate (i.e. Wi). W h e n 
finding "adjusted instructor score", we try to estimate all students response in the 
effective class (studied in Section 2.6) and the attendance rate can be considered 
as the selection probability. And the observed student i whose attendance rate 
is Wi, then he/she is "representing" l/Wi students in the class. Hence, it should 
be given a weight 1/Wi in estimating the "expected adjusted instructor score". 
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Chapter 3 
Data Analysis I: Logistic 
Regression 
In this chapter, we start the statistical analyses of the course evaluation data. 
The course evaluation data consists of two parts: (i) student ratings, and (ii) the 
class characteristic data such as department code and course nature. W e call the 
former one, data in individual level, while the latter one, data in class level. The 
descriptions of variables are shown in Table 2.1. Our main objective is to find 
for each teacher a score for his/her teaching performance. It is also of interest to 
estimate the standard errors of the scores. Question 15 of the course evaluation 
survey form, is "Overall, I am satisfied with the teacher's performance." It is 
exactly what we want our scores to measure. For this reason, researchers usually 
use the average of the responses to Question 15 as score. W e do not use it because 
it is clear that Q15 relates to other variables, which can be classified into two 
categories. Variables in the first category, relate directly to teaching, such as Q12 
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("the lectures are clear and easy to follow"), Q13(" the teacher is enthusiastic"), 
etc. The second category includes variables that are not related to teacher's 
performance, such as gender of instructor and course level. The availability of 
these two types of variables provides opportunity for better measure of teaching 
effectiveness. For example, the effects on Q15 coming from variables in the second 
category should be removed. However, the effects on Q15 from variables in the 
first category should be used to fine tune the response of Q15, which appears in 
6-poiiit scale and may be too crude for our purpose. 
3.1 Conditional Independence 
The responses to Q15 is of ordinal scale, and can be treated as if of interval 
scale just as what we usually assume in taking the averaging operation. Certain 
kind of regression model will be used to model how other variables affect Q15. 
There are fourteen questions excluding question 15 in the survey form. It seems 
too many to have them all included in the model. Some questions are highly 
related. The effect of one in the presence of others may not be significant. To 
perform initial elimination of factors, we check the conditional independence of 
the questions by use of partial correlation. W e give up using qualitative data 
approach because (1) qualitative analysis is much complicated, and (2) the total 
number of cells is large and there are many empty cells (because of the high 
"correlation"). Furthermore, we expect the relationships, if exist, should be of 
monotone type. In these cases, no "linear relationship" implies no monotone 
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relationship. W e take partial correlation as an exploratory tool. W e do not 
emphasize on the rigour of the method whereas the ease of use is of more concern. 
W e only want to bring out insight into the relationships among the questions. 
3.2 Partial Correlation 
Figure 3.1: A hypothesized relationship among the questions 
Ql-QlO Q12-Q14 
Q l l < > Q 1 5 
Partial correlation measures the strength of relationship between two 
variables, after the effect of one or more other variables is removed. In the 
questionnaire, there are two overall scores. One is the overall course score (Qll) 
and another one is the overall instructor performance score (Q15). Also there 
are some other questions, Q1-Q5 describing some student information, Q6-Q10 
describing some opinions related to course and Q12-Q14 describing some opinions 
related to instructor. W e are anxious that other questions Q1-Q14 may affect 
the student assignment to the overall instructor performance score (Q15). W e 
believe that Q12-Q14 directly relate with Q15 because all these questions are 
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instructor related questions. Since questions Ql-QlO are some informations about 
the course and about the student. W e try to explore whether their effects can be 
taken over by overall course score (Qll) or not. Our hypothesized relationship 
among the questions is shown in Fig 3.1. Partial correlation measure is used in 
this exploratory step. N o w we test whether questions Ql-QlO are conditionally 
independent on Q15 given Qll, where Ql-QlO are some questions related to 
the course and some personal information. The partial correlation in each class 
(first semester: 113 classes, second semester: 106 classes) can be calculated. The 
sample partial correlation between Q15 and Qi {i = 1，2,3,10) after adjusting 
for a single variable Qll is given by the formula 
一 r'QlbQi — TQlbQllfQiQll /o i \ 
r辦 . Q l l 二 , ， I丄丄J 
y U —〜15Q11 八丄 ^QiQll) 
where i = l,2,10 and rQi5Qi，rQi5Qii, and r g哪 are sample correlations. 
For each sample partial correlation in each class (e.g. rgisQi.Qn), say r, per-
form t test for null hypothesis that the population partial correlation is zero. The 
p-values are calculated by treating … 一 a s coming from a t distribution with 
(1—7-2)2 
(n — 3) degrees of freedom, where n is the number of valid cases. 
3.3 Simultaneous p-value 
Central limit theorem states that if random variables Xi,义2，…，Xn constitute 
a random sample from an infinite population with a mean /i, and a variance cr^ , 
the limiting distribution of 
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z = 柳 — “ ) (3.2) 
a 
as n 4 oo is the standard normal distribution, where X is the sample mean. 
As mentioned in Section 3.2，p-values of t-test can be found in each class i, 
i = 1,2，...,219, and for each question, Ql-QlO. Under null hypothesis, p-value 
a这 
approximately follows a 1/(0,1) distribution. Assume pi,p2, ...,Pn ~ 厂(•，!)• By 
central limit theroem 
萝〜寧，•)， （3.3) 
where p is the sample mean of pi,p2, ..”Pn, and n 二 219 is the total number of 
classes. 
The results of the hypothesis test of partial correlation rgisQi.gii = 0 of 
each question are shown in Table 3.1. Q2, and Q6-Q10 have significant partial 
correlation with Q15 at a 二 0.05. W e have confidence that other questions (Ql, 
Q3, Q4, Q5) are not contributing much in explaining Q15 given Qll. Therefore, 
the independent variables of our regression model contains Q2, Q6-Q14 (teacher 
related questions) and the class variables (registered class size, response rate, 
department, course nature, gender, year of student, instructor's status, and lesson 
time). 
3.4 Logit Model 
Logit model describes how a set of explanatory variables X affects a response 
qualitative variable Y. Like regression models for quantitative response variables, 
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Table 3.1: The average p-value of each question ‘ 
Question No. Average P-value of 219 classes, p P-value 
1 0.47 0.06426 
2 0.44 0.00152* 
3 0.47 0.06413 
4 0.49 0.33456 
5 0.47 0.05492 
6 0.39 0.00000* 
7 0.43 0.00016* 
8 0.45 0.00274* 
9 0.37 0.00000* 
10 0.43 0.00009* 
* the p-value is less than 0.05. 
logit models do not describe association and interaction patterns among explana-
tory variables. For our course evaluation data, we propose to find an "adjusted 
instructor score" for each course adjusted by some questions in the questionnaire 
and some course level characteristics data. In order to achieve this, regression 
model is used where response variable is Q15 and the explanatory variables are 
Q2, Q6-Q14 and the class characteristics variables. Since Q15 is of ordinal scale, 
logistic regression model is used rather than ordinary regression model. 
For binary variable Y, it is often more appropriate to use a model that allows 
a curvilinear relationship between E(Y\X)三 tt(叉)and X . For the case of a 
single explanatory variable X , the S-shaped curves shown in Fig 3.2 are natural 
shapes for regression curves if we expect a monotonic relationship. One function 
that has this appearance is as follows: 
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Figure 3.2: Logistic function 
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兀 ⑷ - 丨 二 二 ) 1 (3.4) 
and is called the logistic function. This function is monotonic, with 7r(X) de-
creases to 0 or 7r(X) increases to 1 depending on whether / 3 < 0 o r / ? > 0 a s X 
diverges to oo. Clearly 7r(-a//3) 二 and the curve has steeper rate of increase 
or decrease as | | increases. 
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For relationship (3.4), the odds of making response 1 instead of response 0 is 
7r(x)/(l — 7r(x)) = exp{a + f3x). 
The odds increase multiplicatively by e卢 for every unit increase in x. The log 
odds have the simple linear relationship 
log\ 咖?、] = a + (3.5) 
1 — 7r(x) 
The log odd transformation is referred to as the logit, and a model for the log odds 
is called a logit (or logistic) regression model. If relationship (3.4) holds, the logit 
transformation yields a linear relationship. W h e n there are several explanatory 
variables, the logit regression model generalizes to 
— L 咖/)、] = « + A ^ l + …+ 0kXk-
1 — 7V[X) 
3.5 Logit Model for Ordinal Variables 
W e consider the case when the response variable is an ordinal variable with 
c (c > 2) response categories. It makes sense to form logits in a way that takes the 
category order into account. The logits can be formed by grouping categories that 
are contiguous on the ordinal scale. There are many ways of forming logits includ-
ing "accumulated “ logits, "continuation-ratio" logits, and "adjacent-categories" 
logits. For our data, the response variable is a polytomous variable having re-
sponse probabilities (tti, ....ttq) at a certain combination of levels of explanatory 
variables. 
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The logit we use is the "cumulative" or "accumulated" logits. Cumulative 
logits have been used by several authors. The article by McCullagh (1980) is a 
good one in motivating their use. The cumulative logits use all c categories for 
each logit. They are the negatives of logits of distribution function values; that 
is 
L j 二 - M ^ ^ ] ， （3.6) 
where Fj 二 Eig. tt^ . Therefore, the {Lj} necessarily satisfy Li 2 L2 2 … 2 I/5 • 
3.6 Iteratively Reweighted Least Squares (IRLS) 
Algorithm 
Consider the multinomial variable Zj 二 {Zij,Zcj)' such that 
= l if Yj=i 
= 0 Otherwise. 
With pij denoting the probability that the jth observation has response value z, 
the expected value of Z〜is pj = {pij,…,PcjY. The covariance matrix of Z、is 
which is the covariance matrix of a multinomial random variable for one trial 
with parameter vector pj. Let 7 be the vector of regression parameters; in other 
words，7' 二 ( a i , Q c - i , A n d , let Dj be the matrix of partial derivatives of 
p. with respect to 7. The estimating equation for the regression parameters is 
3 
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Table 3.2: Result of Fitting Cumulative Logits Models to the evaluation data 
Collapse Response after category j 
j二 1 j=2 j=3 j=4 j 二5 
aj -7.7138 -10.0790 -17.5391 -25.5402 -37.0352 
-2LogL 1020.371 2240.675 4078.870 6485.158 3669.735 
where Wj 二 WjV�, Wj is the weight of the jth observation, and Vf is a generalized 
inverse of Vj. The LOGISTIC procedure in SAS chooses Vf as the inverse of the 
diagonal matrix with pj as its diagonal. 
The weight of the jth observation is W j as defined in Section 2.8 and the 
scale is listed in Table 2.6. More lessons are attended, more weight should be 
given. The main reason for using W j as the weight in logistic regression modeling 
is that the weights in the model relate to variability and responses for students 
with large W j have less variability. Therefore, their importance in the weighted 
logistic regression model increases. 
The estimates are obtained iteratively using the following updating formula 
+ Dj'wA)-' E DjWjiZj — Pj) 
3 3 
where Dj, W j and pj are respectively Dj, Wj and pj evaluated at 々 爪.The second 
term in the right hand side is the step size. If the likelihood evaluated at 7^+1 
is less than that evaluated at then 7^+1 is recomputed using half of the step 
size. The estimated covariance matrix of 7m+i is 
j 
For the course evaluation data with the response being Q15, in each model Lj, 
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j = 1,2,…，5, define the response variable Yj where Vj 二 1 if 015 > j and Yj = 0 
otherwise. The explanatory variables in each model Lj, j 二 1，2，…，5 are Q2，Q6-
Q14, department d u m m y variables (A, B, C, D and E), size, response rate, course 
nature d u m m y variables (nature2, nature5 and nature6), gender d u m m y variable 
(gender 1 and genderS)，dummy variables for year of attendance (yearl, yearS and 
year4), instructor status d u m m y variables (status2 and statusS) and lesson time 
d u m m y variable. Table 3.2 lists the five model intercepts ai, … ， I t can be 
seen that they are decreasing. It makes sense that the probability that Q15 > 1 
should be greater than the probability that Q15> 5. Also, /^ j, j 二 1, 2 , 5 have 
similar estimates. Therefore, the intercept terms is montonic decreasing from 
model Li to model L5. 
3.7 Criteria for Assessing Model Fit 
Suppose the model contains explanatory variables. Let yj be the response 
value of the jth. observation. The estimate pj oi pj 二 P(Yj = yj) is obtained by 
replacing the regression coefficients by their maximum likelihood estimates. The 
criterion for assessing model fit is based on -2 times the logarithm of likelihood. 
-2LogL 二 —2 E,- Wjlog{pj), 
where Wj is the weight of the jth. observation. The -2 Log L statistic has a 
chi-square distribution under the null hypothesis (that all the coefficents of ex-
planatory variables in the model are zero). 
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3.7.1 Assessing the Fit of the Model 
W e begin our discussion of methods for assessing the fit of an estimated 
logistic regression model. W e would like to know how effective the model we have 
in describing the outcome variable. This is referred to as its goodness-of-fit. 
If we intend to assess the goodness-of-fit of a model, we should have some spe-
cific ideas about what we mean to say that a model fits. In the course evaluation 
data set, by equation (3.6), for each cumulative logits models Lj, j = 1,2, ...,5, 
we denote the observed sample values of the outcome variable in vector form as 
y where y' = (2/1,2/2, ...,^ 8174) . W e denote the values predicted by the model, the 
fitted values, as y where g =⑶i，fe, ...，d8i74). W e conclude that the models fit 
if (1) summary measures of the distance between y and y are small and (2) the 
contribution of each pair {y^ yi), i = 1 , 2 , 8 1 7 4 to these summary measures is 
unsystematic and is small relative to the error structure of the model. Thus, a 
complete assessment of the fitted model involves both the calculation of summary 
measures of the distance between y and y, and a thorough examination of the 
individual components of these measures. 
The development of methods for assessment of goodness-of-fit follows what 
we feel are the logical steps upon completion of the model building stage. The 
components of the proposed approach are (1) computation and evaluation of 
overall measures of fit, (2) examination of the individual components of the sum-
mary statistics, often graphically, and (3) examination of other measures of the 
difference or distance between the components of y and y. 
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3.7.2 Pearson Chi-Square and Deviance 
Similar to linear regression, residual is defined as the difference between the 
observed value and the fitted value. That is, the residual is {y-y)- To emphasize 
the fact that the fitted values in logistic regression are calculated for each covariate 
pattern and depend on the estimated probability for that covariate pattern, we 
denote that y) is the number of event responses out of rij trials and the fitted 
values, yjj as 
njTTj = nj{exp[g{xj)]/{1 + exp[g{xj)]}) 
where g{xj) is the estimated logit, rij is the number of trials and ttj is the prob-
ability that the jth. observation has an event response. 
Consider two measures of residual: the Pearson residual and the deviance 
residual. 
1. Pearson chi-square residual: 
偏 二 〉 灼 ； ： 沟 、 (3.7) 
- TVj) 
2. Deviance residual: 
咖 ， 介 = ± { 2 [ y M ^ ) + - 产 ， （ 鄉 
J 3 3 \ J ^ 
where the sign is the same as the sign of (jjj — rijiTj). 
In logistic regression, we have binomial errors and, as a result, the error 
variance is a function of the conditional mean: var(Yj\xj) = njE{Yj\xj)[l — 
E{Yj\xj)] = — 7r(:c力].Thus, we begin with residuals as defined in equa-
tions (3.7) and (3.8) which have been "divided" by estimates of their standard 
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Table 3.3: Pearson chi-square residual and Deviance residual of the five models 
Pearson chi-square residual e Deviance residual d 
Model |e| > 2 |e|〉2.5 |e| > 3 > 2 > 2.5 > 3 
Li 24 16 12 14 7 2 
L2 65 42 31 33 14 5 
L3 128 88 61 70 24 5 
L4 237 164 123 145 46 11 
L5 160 121 87 110 30 12 
errors. Let Cj and dj denote the values of the expressions given in equations 
(3.7) and (3.8), respectively, for covariate pattern Xj. Since each residual has 
been divided by an approximate estimate of its standard error, these quantities 
have a mean approximately equal to zero and a variance approximately equal to 
one. In summary, it is often stated that the distribution of this quantity will be 
approximately N(0,1) when the model is correct. Since Uj is large, the normal 
distribution provides an adequate approximation to the binomial distribution. 
For our data set, rij 二 8174 for each of the five cumulative logits models 
z = 1 , 2 , 5 . Some information about e and d are listed in Table 3.3. The largest 
value in Table 3.3 is 237 out of 8174 observations. This means at most only 2.9% 
observations having absolute residuals greater than two. In our data set, about 
97% of the absolute residual is small, it means the model is good fit to the data. 
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3.8 Interpretation of the Coefficients of the Weighted 
Logistic Regression Model 
After fitting the models, the emphasis is shifted from the computation and 
assessment of significance of estimated coefficients to the interpretation of their 
values. Interpretation involves two issues: (1) determining the functional rela-
tionship between the dependent variable and the independent variables, and (2) 
appropriately defining the unit of change for the independent variable. 
In our model, there are two different types of independent variables. They 
are nominal independent variables and continuous independent variables. 
3.8.1 Nominal Independent Variables 
W e have variables that denote the course nature, gender of instructor, year 
of attendance for most student in class, teacher status, and time. Each of these 
variables has a fixed number of discrete outcomes and the scale of measurement 
is nominal. W e must form a set of design variables to represent the categories of 
the variables. 
For example, the variable T I M E is coded at two levels: (1.) The lesson time 
is either 08:30, 12:30 or 14:30, and (2.) Other time (reference level). 
Consider a logistic model Lj： 
二 a + PiTime + P'X (3.9) 
1 — r j 
where Fj 二 沉i is the cumulative response probability. Time is the lesson 
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Table 3.4: Values of Weighted Logistic Regression Model Lj when the Indepen-
dent Variable is Lesson Time 
T I M E 
1 0 
iMQ15 > j) 
Pr{Ql5 < j) 
* C = a + ^ ' X for a, and X defined in (3.9) is a value independent of TIME 
time defined above and X is a vector containing all other independent variables in 
the model. Cumulative response probabilities of different lesson times are listed 
in Table 3.4. 
The odds of the outcome being present among individuals given that Time = 
1 is defined as [1 — Fj{l)]/Fj{l). Similarly, the odds of the outcome being present 
among individuals given that Time = 0 is defined as [1 - The odds 
ratio, denoted by 也 is defined as the ratio of the odds for Time = 1 to the odds 
for Time = 0, and is given by the equation 
—[1 —聊餐 (3.10) 
Using the expressions for the logistic regression model in Table 3.4, the odds 
ratio is 
The odds ratio is a measure of association as it approximates how much more 
likely it is for the outcome to be present among those with Time 二 1 than 
among those with Time = 0. For example, the Lesson Time variable in model 
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Li, j = .805. It means that the student in the unfavorable lesson time (i.e. 
Time = 1) class has .805 more frequent than those in the favorable lesson time 
(i.e. Time = 0) class to chooses > 1 in Q15. In short, worse lesson time class 
students have less chance to give a lower score of Q15. However, the difference is 
not significant based on Wald test. 
• Lesson time: Since the odds ratios of models Li, L2 and L3 are less than 1 
and the odds ratios of models L4 and L5 are greater than 1. It means that 
students in the unfavorable lesson time class have more chance to give a 
score of Q15 > 4. Our result has contradiction with Aleamoni's idea (1981) 
that the lesson time does not relate to student ratings. 
• Gender of instructor: Genderl represents male with female acts as ref-
erence level. Since the odds ratio of genderl in all models are greater than 
1. Therefore, it shows that male instructor has more chance to get higher 
Q15 score than female instructor. Basow and Silberg (1987) pointed out 
that female professors likely get poorer ratings than male professors. The 
odds ratio of the models also agree with their point. 
• Year of attendance for most student in class: Yearl represents year 
1 student, yearS represents year 3 student and the reference level is year 2 
student. It seems that year 3 students have greatest chance to give a higher 
Q15 among all kinds of student. Aleamoni (1981) stated that higher level 
courses tend to receive higher student ratings. Therefore, the models agree 
with the idea of Aleamoni. 
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• Course nature: A required course for major/minor student is reference 
level. Since the odds ratio of nature2 in models Li’L2，丄3 and L4 and the 
odds ratio of natureS in all models are less than 1. Therefore, based on 
the models, we believe that the instructors who teach the general education 
course (i.e. nature2) or the elective course for major/minor students (i.e. 
natures) should get a higher score of Q15 than the instructor who teach a 
required course. In m y opinion, students who take elective course due to 
their interest of that course and so a better score of Q15 is expected. 
• Teacher status: Status2 is instructor not yet substantiated and instructor 
substantiated is used as reference level. Except for model L!, the odds ratio 
of status2 are greater than 1 in all other models. Therefore, less experienced 
instructor has more chance to get a higher Q15 than more experienced 
instructor. 
3.8.2 Continuous Independent Variable 
W h e n a logistic regression model contains a continuous independent variable 
X, interpretation of the estimated coefficient depends on the particular units of 
the variable. In order to provide a useful interpretation for continuous scaled 
covariates, we need to develop a method for point and interval estimation for an 
arbitrary change of "c" units in the covariate. 
For example, the variable SIZE is a continuous variable. Consider a logistic 
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model Lj： 
-logi^^) 二 a + (hSize + P'X 
where Fj = Y.i<j T^i is the cumulative response probabilities. Size is defined in 
Table 2.1 and X is a vector containing all other independent variables in the 
model. 
The odds of the outcome being present among individuals with Size 二 c is 
defined as [1 - Fj{c)]lFj{c) where Fj[c) is cumulative response probability with 
size = c. Similarly, the odds of the outcome being present among individuals 
with Size = 0 is defined as [1 — Fj{0)]/Fj{0). The odds ratio, denoted by 也 
is defined as the ratio of the odds for Size = c to the odds for Size = 0, and is 
given by the equation 
• = *Size + c, Size) 二 [[) 二;^•((:丨j;；^ )^ 二 e邵(cP]). (3.11) 
A 
A n estimate is obtained by replacing 02 with its estimate 02- For an arbitrary 
choice of c, we can of course use a reasonable value so that it can provide a clear 
indication of how the risk of the outcome being present changes with the variable 
in question. 
Our study has twelve continous independent variables, they are Q2 , Q6-Q14, 
registered class size and response rate. Based on the five models, Q2, Q11-Q14 
and response rate have odds ratio greater than 1. It means that these independent 
variables affect Q15 postively. If students give a higher score on Q2, Q11-Q14 or 
that is high response rate class, the response of Q15 is likely to be higher. O n 
the other hand, Q6, Q7, QIO and registered class size have odds ratio less than 1. 
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It means that these independent variables affect Q15 negatively. If students give 
a higher score on Q6, Q 7 or QIO or that is a large class, the students' response 
on Q15 is likely to be lower. If the magnitude of the odds ratio is larger, the 
independent variable is a more important factor of Q15. Since QIO, "I have 
acquired/improved m y knowledge in this subject after completing this course", 
relates to both course (e.g. Q6) and teaching (e.g. Q12) factors, its effect on 
Q15 can be largely taken over by those more direct factors. It explains why the 
odds ratio of QIO is small among the five models. In other words, QIO is not an 
important factor on the presence of other factors. And Q8 and Q 9 do not have 
remarkable trend. Feldman (1978) suggested that there is a tendency for smaller 
classes to receive higher ratings. In the logistic regression models, based on the 
odds ratio interpretation, it suggests the same idea as Feldman's conclusion. 
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Table 3.5: Parameter Estimate of the models  
Variable Li L2 I/3 L4 I/5 
Q2 .1565 .2038* .1612* .0723 -.1028 
Q6 -.1863 -.2506 -.3703* -.3091** -.2979 
Q7 -.3102* -.0846 -.00359 .0476 -.1489 
Q8 .0814 -.0245 -.0742 .0458 .0278 
Q9 -.2625 -.1135 .0614 -.0715 .0235 
QIO -.00285 -.2203* -.0171 .0228 -.0836 
Qll 1.3020** 1.1961** .9464** 1.0177** 1.3597** 
Q12 1.7374** 1.4657** 1.4701** 1.3402** 1.1689** 
Q13 .9353** .7184** 1.1309** 1.4397** 2.0037** 
Q14 .9584** 1.0490** 1.4997** 1.9804** 2.4233** 
Size -.00683 -.00584 -.00067 -.00438* .00204 
Response 4.434E-6 -.00331 .00322 .00910* .0164** 
A .3787 -.0602 .3391 .2505 .0605 
B -.0425 -.8267* .7162** .4184* .1089 
C .5011 .7051 .4649 .0962 -.0367 
D .2648 .1853 .5703** .2698 .3913 
E -.4846 -.0465 .3700 .1244 -.2675 
Nature2 -.7889 -.6146 -.2400 -.9276** .1666 
Natures -.6492 -.0787 -.0460 -.0160 -.2396 
Nature6 -1.0050 .4080 -.0115 -.1552 .3785 
Genderl 1.0987 .5981 .8722** .5087* .4931 
Genders -1.2576 1.2457 1.2689** .2454 -.1032 
Yearl .2344 .1396 -.2654 -.1252 .4364* 
Years -.1042 -.1977 -.2167 -.1045 .3797* 
Year4 1.7027 .2119 .1139 .1437 .4882 
Status2 -.7034 .5011 .5995** .2162 .2425 
StatusS 1.3175 -.5519 -.0102 .4421* .1883 
Time -.2174 -.1804 -.1822 .1121 .1874 
* the p-value is less than 0.05 based on Wald test. 
** the p-value is less than 0.01 based on Wald test. 
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Chapter 4 
Data Analysis II: Adjusted 
Instructor Score 
In Chapter 3，we have used five logistic regression models to model the course 
evaluation data. In this chapter, we will focus on how to find the Adjusted In-
structor Score (AIS) based on the models. Also, applying the bootstrap sampling 
method to each class, the standard error of each AIS is found. 
Two points have to be taken into account in adjusting the score. First, the 
effects of the class characteristics factors should be removed; and second, relevant 
questions (i.e. Q2, Q6-Q14) should be used to tune the AIS. As a result, all 
instructors get their performance score with smaller bias than the conventional 
method. 
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4.1 Removing Effects of Class Characteristics 
Factor and Adjusting the Score 
W e want to adjust the overall instructor score (Q15) to take care of some 
relevant factors, instead of simply using mean or weighted mean of Q15. W e 
use the fitted value of a regression model. Let y be the response variable and 
Xi be a vector of relevant explanatory variables. Regression analysis offers us a 
sensible and sound approach for examining associations among variables and for 
obtaining good rules for prediction. The fitted value when Xi = b can be written 
as 
E{y\^i 二 外 （4.1) 
It can be used as the adjusted y when the observed Xi is taken into account. 
In order to remove the effects of unwanted factors, two approaches can be 
used. Let X2 be a vector of unwanted explanatory variables. The first method is 
to use the residuals. The residual of regression model can be written as 
y-E{y\X2 = c), (4.2) 
where c is the observed value of X2 and this measure is a conventional and 
standard measure to remove effect of X2. Another method is to use a typical 
value to substitue the observed value of X2 and the measure can be written as 
Eiy\^2 = a), (4.3) 
where a is an assigned typical value. This measure is also a simple measure and 
can eliminate the unwanted factors because the scores are adjusted in such a way 
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that all classes have identical class characteristics. However, there is a weakness 
on the choice of a. W h e n different fixed typical values are used, different result 
or conclusion may be drawn. 
Although removing unwanted factors using the measure (4.2) is simpler and 
more widely used by many researchers because it is a residual of regression model 
and can be easily obtained in many statistical packages. There is also a big 
difference between using (4.2) and (4.3). Using (4.3), all instructors get the same 
score assuming that the model contains unwanted factors only. That means that if 
the response variable is only affected by factors of no interest, the response carries 
no interesting information and the adjusted response should all be identical. In 
our data set, we want to remove unwanted factors and adjust the overall ratings 
by some relevant factors at the same time. Then combining the two actions (4.1) 
and (4.2) in a meaningful way is not simple when we have a non-linear regression 
models like logistic regression model. O n the other hand, combining the two 
actions (4.1) and (4.3), is easy. W e simply use 
E{y\Xi = b,X2 = a) (4.4) 
Therefore, we find the AIS based on (4.4). 
In the five models Lj, j = 1,2,..., 5, the explanatory variables are the class 
characteristics variables as well as Q2, Q6-Q14. First, we should consider how 
to eliminate the class characteristics factor based on the logistic models. In 
order to eliminate the factors' effect, the same faculty-wide typical value of class 
explanatory variables is used. W e think that the median of the class explanatory 
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Table 4.1: The median of class characteristics explanatory variables 
Size size二 64 
Response response^ 75 
Dept A = 0 B = 0 C二 0 D = 0 E二 0 
Nature nature2= 0 nature5= 0 nature6= 0 
Gender gender 1= 1 gender 3= 0 
Year yearl= 0 year3= 0 year4二 0 
Status status2= 0 status3二 0 
Time time= 1 
Table 4.2: Transformation of Wj from Q 2 
Q2 1 2 3 4 5 6 
Wi 0.1 0.3 0.5 0.7 0.9 1.0 
1 in 10 o 10 10 1 
^ 10 Y 2 - y 1 
variables are most suitable. The median of all class variables are listed in Table 
4.1. Then we input the median of the explanatory variables to the five models. For 
each model Lj, j = 1 , 2 , 5 , a predicted probability can then be calculated. As a 
result, Pr{Ql5 < 1)，户r(Q15 < 2),Pr(Q15 < 3),Pr(Q15 < 4) and < 5) 
are computed. 
After the five fitted probabilities Pr(Q15 < l),Pr(015 < 2)，A*(Q15 < 
3), Pr(Q15 < 4) and Pr{Q15 < 5) have been found, they are used to get an AIS 
by using weight to estimate the unobserved response in effective class (discussed 
in Section 2.6). The approach is similar to a weighting cell estimator called 
Horvitz-Thompson estimator (Horvitz and Thompson, 1952). 
The Horvitz-Thompson estimator is an estimator used to deal with the non-
response problem in stratified random sampling survey. In stratified random 
sampling, with rij units chosen from the Nj units in stratum j, then ttj = rij/Nj 
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is the probability for a unit in stratum j to be selected, and each selected unit 
represent Nj/rij population units. A unit selected with probability ttj is "rep-
resenting" TTfi units in the population and hence should be given the weight 
TTfi in the estimation of population quantities. In particular, in the absence of 
nonresponse the population total T of a variable Y can be estimated by 
N 
t 二 XI 队/ivr厂 1, 
which is called the Horvitz-Thompson estimator (Horvitz and Thompson, 1952), 
where li is an indicator variable such that /《二 1 when 队 is observed, and li = 0 
otherwise. The population mean Y may be estimated by 
N 
Vw 二 E 卿 i , 
i=l 
where 
川i = Ifc兀厂 1 
k 
is the weight attached to the zth unit. Note that since E(Ii\Y) 二 iVi, 
my) 二 jzy 师 = 
i=l i=l 
SO that the Horvitz-Thompson estimator of the total is unbiased. 
In our data set, we assume that the selection probability of a student who 
has completed the course evaluation survey form can be reflected by his/her 
attendance rate (i.e. Wi). In finding "adjusted instructor score", we try to 
estimate all students response in each effective class and the attendance rate can 
be considered as the selection probability. Student with attendance rate, Wi, is 
"representing" students in the class. Hence, it should be given the weight 
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W「1 in estimating the "adjusted instructor score". This view is similar to the 
selection probability tr 二 rij/Nj used in the Horvitz-Thompson estimator. In 
particular, the adjusted instructor score mi of each effective class size can be 
estimated by 
爪 i 二 e S ^ W ^ ( 5 ) 
4.2 Adjusted Instructor Score (AIS) 
For each model, let a questionnaire questions vector Xi =(Q2, Q6, Q7, Q8, Q9, 
QIO, Qll, Q12, Q13，Q14)' and a class characteristics factor vector X2 =(size, 
response, A, B, C, D, E, nature2, natureS, natureG, gender 1, genderS, yearl, 
yearS, year4, status2, statusS, time): And let Xi be the students' response to 
Q2, Q6-Q14, and ^ be the median vector which is equal to (64, 75, 0, 0, 0，0, 
0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0，0，0, 0, 0, 0，1). The definition of d u m m y variables are listed 
in Appendix G. Also, we let the maximum likelihood estimate of intercept aj in 
A 
model j be dj, and the maximum likelihood estimate of coefficients f3ji be (3ji 
corresponding to xi, and the maximum likelihood estimate of coefficients f5j2 be 
corresponding to X2- Then for a vector of explanatory variables x 二 0。：4), 
the linear predictor 
rjj = g{Pr{Ql5 < j\x)) = aj + + 
is estimated by 
A / 八, 
fij = dij + PjiXi + 
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Then the predicted value of Pr{Ql5 < j\x) is 
1/(1 + exp{-Vj)) 
where 1 < j < 5. 
By Horvitz-Thompson estimator (4.5), calculate rui as the AIS for class i, 
z — 1) 2) ••” 219-
4.3 Estimate Standard Error of AIS by Boot-
strap Method 
In class i, i = 1,2,219, an AIS rrii is found. Since the distribution of the 
AIS of the class, say Fi, is complex, bootstrap method is used to estimate the 
standard error of each m^. 
Let Pi be the empirical distribution, which puts probability l/n^ to each of 
the observed vector Xj, j 二 l,2’...，ni in class i {i 二 1,2,...，219). A boot-
strap sample is defined to be a random sample of size th drawn from 為，say 
X* = The star notation indicates that x* is not Xi, but rather a 
randomized, or resampled, version of Xi. 
Let xf be the b (b 二 1,2,B) boostrap sample for class i，(z 1,2, ...，219). 
Then we combine these 219 samples into one bootstrap sample defined as x*^. It 
consists of ni + 712 + ... + risig = 8174 values. 
Routinely, based on the above procedure, select B independent bootstrap 
samples each of which consists of 8174 data values. Then mod-
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Figure 4.1: Histogram of Boostrap Standard Error 
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eling each data x*\ b = by weighted logistic regression model as dis-
cussed in Chapter 3. In each bootstrap sample, five logistic regession models Lj, 
j = 1,2,..., 5 are formed. The AIS mf removing irrelevant factors and adjusted 
by relevant factors can be found by (4.4), i = 1,2, ...,219. Then in each class i, 
i 二 1,2, ...,219，mf,mf,� ,mf are evaluated. Finally, estimate the standard 
error of the expected adjusted instructor score seFjjni) by the sample standard 
deviation of the B replications 
论iB 二 {E[mf — m*]V(5 - l)}i/2, i 二 1,2,…，219， （4.6) 
b=l 
where m* = Ef=i mf/B. 
Figure 4.1 shows the histogram of bootstrap standard error se. Most of the 
standard errors are within 0.05 and 0.20. And there are 209 out of 219 classes 
whose standard error are less than 0.40. All of these classes have quite reasonable 
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and quite small standard error within class. The remaining ten classes have a little 
bit larger standard error ranging from 0.41 to 0.65. In the ten largest standard 
error classes, there are two main common properties. One is few respondents in 
that classes because these classes have either small registered class size or low 
response rate. The smallest registered class size is only 3 and the lowest response 
rate of the ten classes are only 26%. Another property is that the students within 
class have different extreme responses to Q15. For example, some students may 
give "1" to Q15 and some students may give "6" to the same course. Therefore, 
the standard errors are larger than other classes. 
Since we find that some classes have smaller standard error within class and 
some classes have larger standard error within class. Therefore, not only the AIS 
rrii are reported but also the standard error seiB need to be mentioned. Therefore, 
the readers can know how reliable the rrii is. If standard error is small, it means 
that the student responses are consistent. Otherwise, if the standard error is 





In this chapter, we will interpret the AIS. Moreover, a comparison of the AIS 
and the conventional average of overall score is made in this chapter. A discussion 
will also be included in this chapter. 
5.1 Comparison between the AIS and Average 
Score 
Traditionally, some universities monitor the teaching quality of an instructor 
based on the average of overall or global rating in the course evaluation form. 
Subjective judgement was then used to interpret the mean score. It is an easy 
and simple method to access the teaching quality of an instructor. In our survey 
form, the overall instructor rating is Q15. However, the use of the average of Q15 
response has some weaknesses. First, it has not considered the item nonresponse 
and unit nonresponse. It is dangerous to draw conclusion without considering the 
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Table 5.1: Frequency Table of C  
C < -1 -1 < C < —0.5 —0.5 < C < 0.5 0.5 < C < 1 C > 1 
Frequency 3 6 199 10 1 
Percentage 1.4% 2.7% 90.9% 4.6% 0.4% 
unobserved student responses. Second, it also has not removed the unwanted class 
information characteristics factor which will bias the overall rating of instructor. 
Finally, using the overall instructor score without adjustment seems rough. It is 
because Q15 is of 6-point scale only. 
In order to compare AIS with the average of Q15, let us define (7 三 一 霞 i , 
where rUj is AIS and avsi is the average of Q15. If C > 0, AIS is greater than 
the average of Q15. If C < 0, AIS is less than the average of Q15. 
A frequency table of C is shown in Table 5.1. Approximately 91% of C lie 
between -0.5 and 0.5. Fig.5.1 shows the boxplot of C. It can also be seen that 
most of the points are around zero showing that most adjustments are mild. 
Prom the table and boxplot, there are some extreme points showing that these 
overall instructor scores are significantly adjusted. W e focus on the outliers and 
extreme values of C. W h e n C is a extremely large value (i.e. the average score 
is less than AIS), that means the overall instructor score (Q15) is pulled down 
by some unwanted class characteristics information. O n the other hand, when 
C is extremely small (i.e. the average score is greater than AIS), it means that 
Q15 is greater than the expected due to the unwanted class information. For the 
classes having large value of C, they have similar class properties and these class 
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Figure 5.1: Boxplot of the difference C 
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characteristics pull down the expected score of Q15. Most of these classes are 
large class size and low response rate. Also most classes are required course and 
are held at a better lesson time. The instructor of most of these classes are male 
and experienced. For the small C value classes, they gain some advantages from 
their class characteristics. Most classes are small class size, high response rate, 
an elective course and held at a worse lesson time. Also, the instructor of most 
of these classes are male and experienced. 
5.2 Discussion 
As discussed in Chapter 4, based on the logistic regression models, keeping a 
typical values to all class characteristics independent variables and substituting 
students' response to the relevant questions in the questionnaire, the predicted 
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score of Q15 can be found and AIS is the weighted mean of that predicted value. 
AIS should be more reasonable than averaging the overall teaching score. How-
ever, in order to give a fair and clear measurement of teaching quality, all kinds 
of measure either mean score of Q15 or AIS, standard error should be calculated 
in each class. Therefore, the variance of the responses within class can be seen 
by readers and have an overall idea that the measurement has a large standard 
error or small standard error. Since the density function of AIS is not simple， 
bootstrapping method is used to estimate the standard error of AIS in each class. 
In our study, two new ideas have been proposed. One is "effective class size" 
and the other one is "the uses of weights". W e assume that there are two different 
types of students mixed in each class. First type students attend lessons regularly 
and their probability of taking part in the course evaluation is represented by their 
attendance rate, Q2. The second type students do not attend lesson event ally by 
the end of the semester. W e call the group of type 1 students be "effective class" 
and its size "effective classs size". In treating unit nonresponse, weighting is used 
to estimate characteristic of the "effective class"，not the whole class. 
Throughout our study, two weighting methods are introduced. The first one 
suggests the larger the attendance rate, the larger the weight and the second 
one recommends the smaller the attendance rate, the larger the weight. The two 
different kinds of weight are used in different parts of our data analysis. In fitting 
the data by weighted logistic regression model, in order to make the variability 
as small as possible and increase the accuracy, the first weighting method is 
used. It gives a larger weight on reliable observations and less weight on less 
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reliable observations because a student who attends more lessons should have 
more time to judge the instructor behavior. O n the other hand, when we try to 
estimate all students response in the "effective class" and an observed student i 
whose attendance rate is Wi, then he/she is "representing" W ^ ^ students in the 
effective class. Hence, it should be given a weight W^^. 
W h e n fitting the course evaluation data and treating ordinal scale of Q15 as 
our response variable by logistic regression model. W e need five binary response 
models for treating ordinal Q15 response variable. It leads difficulties in the 
interpretation of odds ratio of a particular independent variable. However, in 
order to make the model simple, proportional odds model can be used if the 
assumption of the indpendent variable's effect on the odds of response below 
category j is the same for all j can be satisifed. Score test can be used to 
test that assumption. Since the score test statistic in our study is significant at 
a 二 .0001, we cannot use proportional odds model this time. 
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I THE CHINESE UNIVERSITY OF HONG KONG 
^^ Faculty of Science 
Course Evaluation Survey Form (Lecture Course) 
• — 1 course code. p i ^ j 〇1 Q ^ ⑶ H 
• MARKINGTNSTRnCTIONS Co_Code. ； ^ 聽 | 〇 i " “ ^ ^ ^ 
Please answer each item by 零學C^^^i^f; 
•I filling the appropriate oval. f 彰 〇 5 0 6  
Right • r'DlpafSnt: OBCH 〇BIO O C H M O P M A 
g 」 Course Title: I >〗if|>：^-
,画 WrongQ$(X)a 〇P,HY 〇STA -
圓 , , . .I j^ o'gramme: CENS OFNS OMAS 〇MBT 
C J k i I USEANHBRENOLONIY ) ： > 每 
隱 ： ： , 、 - O B C M QPDP/BC QPDP/MS QNon-Sc. 
E A B O U T T H E STUDENT: ： , 麵•觀鍵、^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^ ….〜、….二：二、.......；邏:i:.::、：謹 
1. To the best of your recollection, what is your , .... 
overall G P A last term? Enter N/A if you are in first <1.49 1.50-1.99 2.00-2.49 2.50-2.99 3.0^.49 m 
• t e r m o f t h e f i r s t y e a r i n C U H K . �� �� C D ® C l ^ 
>80% but 
2. What percentage of lectures have you attended in o-20% 20-40% 40-60% 60-80% not all All 
画 this course? ： ① ， C D ③ © ⑤ ⑧ 
3. O n the average, how many hours per week have o-2 hr 2-4 hr 4-8 hr 8-12 hr 12-16 hr >16 hr 
• you spent on this course (not counting class hours)? ① ② ③ ④ ⑤ ⑥ 
j 4. What percentage of assignments did you do ORjmi： o-20% 20.40% 40-60% 60-80% - All N/A 
'麵 own? Enter N/A if there is no or very little ① ② ⑤ ④ ⑤ ⑤ ⑧ 
assignments. 
F D/D+ C-/C/C+ B-/B/B+ A- A 
• 5. The grade I expect to get for this course is ① ② ⑤ ④ ⑤ ⑥ 
ii ABOUT^THE COURSE:. _ . ： . . . “ : : . . 5 : 慰 , : 編 1 « 1 _ « 1 » ； 讓 灣 隱 靉 
Strongly Slightly Slightly Agree Strongly 
disagree Disagree disagree agree ^gree agree 
备囲 6. The level of the course is appropriate. ① ② ⑤ ④ ⑤ ⑤ 
芝 7 . The text book/reference book is good. ① ② CD ④ ⑤ ⑥ 
8. The amount of assignments is just right. ① ② ⑤ ④ ⑤ ® 
I _ 9. The course assessment scheme is fair. CD (D CD © �� 
10. I have acquired/improved m y knowledge in this 门 
I _ subject after completing this course. CD ② CD (Z) CD ⑷ 
‘• 11. Overall, I am satisfied with the course. ① ② CD CD _ © © 
A B O U T T H E TEACHER: 
• • . ••. .•：.••• .. - - - • ...... •、’. 
' • • • / • . . . 
Strongly i^sapree Slightly Slightly Agree Strongly 
disagree disagree disagree agree ^ agree 
12. The lectures are clear and easy to follow. ① © ① O ⑤ ⑤ 
f , 
_ 13. The teacher is enthusiastic. O CD (T (D CD CD 
14. The teacher is helpful in answering students' questions. CT O .'、.— 2 © 
_ 15. Overall, I am satisfied with the teacher's performance. O CD CD © CD ⑤ 
• . ‘ I 
If you have any additional comments to make, you may use the back of this sheet. 
(P.T.O.) 
…. .‘、 . .“，.-:;: , ！ • ,-,”•—., ，•、•灯.-—v. : • 
APPENDIX A2 
T H E CHINESE UNIVERSITY OF H O N G K O N G 
Faculty of Science 
Course Evaluation Supplementary Form 
Please put a tick (/) on appropriate box. 
1. 
Is the question 
relevant to the 
evaluation of 
Question course and 
No. teaching Do you encounter difficulty in answering the course 
effectiveness? evaluation form?  
relevant I irrelevant Question Other problems (Please specify) 
problem not clearly  
stated  
1 ZZZIZZZIIZI  
2 IZZZIZZIIZI -
3 i m i i i -
4 z z n i i — 
5 z z z i z — 
6 IIZIIIZZZZZ -
7 [ m H H ； 
8 I^mill  
9 10 mnnzzzzz  
11 ： 
12 
13 z z z i z  
14 IHZZIZZZIII  
15 ZJ - — 
2.Do you find any important X ^ — 
questions,which are not included  
in the course evaluation, form? 
If “Yes，，，what are they?  
3.What do you think about Too Long About Right Too Short 
the length of the questionnaire? _l  
4.Please rank all nine questions (arrange in decreasing order of importance) among 
questions 6-14 on your overall evaluation of teacher's performance in question 15. 
(You are free to include factors other than those asked in questions 6-14) 
1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 
7 8 9 
. T H A N K Y O U ! 
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N 113 Sum Wgts 113 100% Max 100 99% 100 
Mean 75.92631 Sum 8579.673 75% Q3 87.09677 95% 100 
Std Dev 15.92653 Variance 253.6545 50% Med 78.57143 90% 94.91525 
Skewness -0.81685 Kurtosis 0.640977 25% Q1 66.66667 10% 54.94505 
USS 679832.2 CSS 28409.3 0% Min 26.31579 5% 51.06383 
CV 20.9763 Std Mean 1.498242 1毛 30 
T:Mean=0 50.67693 Pr>|T| 0.0001 Range 73.68421 
Num 、： 0 113 Num > 0 113 Q3-Q1 20.43011 
M(Sign) 56.5 Pr>=|M| 0.0001 Mode 100 
Sgn Rank 3220.5 Pr>=|S| 0.0001 
Stem Leaf # Boxplot 
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 I 
9 56778 5 I 
9 001144 6 I 
8 555556666777888889999 21 + + 
8 0000122222333444 16 I I 
7 5555566677899 13 *--+--* 
7 0011223444444 13 I I 
6 667779 6 + + 
6 0011113 7 I 
5 55555678999 11 I 
5 133 3 I 
4 I 
4 3 1 I 
3 
3 024 3 0 
2 6 1 0 + + + + -
Multiply Stem.Leaf by 10**+1 
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N 113 Sum Wgts 113 100% Max 100 99% 100 
Mean 75.92631 Sum 8579.673 75% Q3 87.09677 95% 100 
Std Dev 15.92653 Variance 253.6545 50% Med 78.57143 90% 94.91525 
Skewness -0.81685 Kurtosis 0.640977 25% Q1 66.66667 10% 54.94505 
USS 679832.2 CSS 28409.3 0% Min 26.31579 5% 51.06383 
CV 20.9763 Std Mean 1.498242 1与 30 
T:Mean=0 50.67693 Pr>|T| 0.0001 Range 73.68421 
Nun 0 113 Num > 0 113 Q3-Q1 20.43011 
M(Sign) 56.5 Pr>=|M| 0.0001 Mode 100 
Sgn Rank 3220.5 Pr>=|Sl 0.0001 
Stem Leaf # Boxplot 
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 I 
9 56778 5 I 
9 001144 6 I 
8 555556666777888889999 21 + + 
8 0000122222333444 16 I I 
7 5555566677899 13 *--+--* 
7 0011223444444 13 I I 
6 667779 6 + + 
6 0011113 7 I 
5 55555678999 ” I 
5 133 3 I 
4 I 
4 3 1 I 
3 
3 024 3 0 
2 6 1 0 + + + + -
Multiply Stem.Leaf by 10**+1 
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APPENDIX C 
The Descriptions of Class Characteristics Dummy Variables 
Department  
Department D u m m y variables  
A A=1,B=0，00，D=0，E=0 
B A=0,B=1,00，D=0，E=0 
C A二 0，B=0，01，D 二0，E=0 
D A=0，B=0，00，D=1，E=0 
E A=0，B=0, 00，D=0，E=1 
F (reference variable) A=0, B二0，00，D=0，E=0  
Course Nature  
Nature D u m m y variables  
2： a doubly-coded general education Nature2=l, Nature5=0, Nature6=0 
course 
4: a required course for major/minor Nature2=0，Nature5=0, Nature6=0 
students (reference variable) 
5： an elective course for major/minor Nature2=0, Nature5=l，Nature6二0 
students 
6: an elective course for other students Nature2二0，Nature5=0, Nature6=l 
Gender of instructor  
Gender D u m m y variables  
I: Male Gender 1=1，Gender3=0 
2: Female (reference variable) Gender 1=0, Gender3=0 
3: More than one instructors Gender 1-0, Gender3=l  
Year of attendance for most student in class  
Year D u m m y variables  
1 ： First year student Yearl=1，Year3=0, Year4=0 
2 ： Second year student (reference variable) Yearl =0, Year3=0，Year4二0 
3 ： Third year student Yearl =0, Year:3二 1，Year4=0 
4: Hard to determine Yearl=0, Year3二0, Year4二 1 
Teacher status • 
Status D u m m y variables  
1: Teacher substantiated (reference variable) Status2=0, Status3=0 
2: Teacher not yet substantiated Status2=l，Status3二0 
3： More than one instructors Status2二0，Status3二 1 
Lesson Time  
Time 1:08:30, 12:30, 14:30 
2: Other time  
67 
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